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space), a decent array of storage areas 
(all things considered), superb heating
operating from the vehicle’s fuel system
and more than sufficient headroom
where it’s needed – in the kitchen –
having raised the roof section with one
simple push of a button. 

Indeed, the electrics systems are
integrated, operating via a control panel
that also lets you set the fridge and heating
system. There’s even a timer, allowing you
to come back to a cosy campervan should
you venture away for the evening. 

You can do much of your living
outdoors, too, thanks to the optional
wind-out awning plus more ingenuity
that sees a free-standing table stowed in
the sliding door panel and twin folding
chairs that go in the tailgate. 

It wasn’t quite warm enough for
such scenes during my early-May test
period, but in the past I’ve also made
use of an accompanying tent – there’s
plenty of luggage space beyond the rear
seat for travel.

KITCHEN
Equipment levels are basic but sufficient.
There’s a combined two-ring hob and
sink in stainless steel finish with a single,
hinged glass cover. A bit of worktop
comes courtesy of the lid for the top-
loading compressor fridge (12V/230V)
and there’s actually plenty of storage
thanks to space-saving sliding doors and
adjustable shelves. Worth noting also
here are the strong but lightweight
materials that give the California such a
contemporary air.

Gas comes courtesy of a 907 butane
cylinder stored in a properly-vented locker,
accessible with the tailgate open, that’s also
home to a 30-litre fresh water tank. The
80Ah second battery might seem a
trifle measly, but you’re not looking

transmission, I do believe the standard
140bhp offering will be more than ideal 
for most people’s needs. Take it from me,
both versions are an absolute pleasure –
quiet, refined, with more than sufficient
‘poke’ in whichever guise. 

Also, crawl through the technical data
and you’ll find all manner of upgrades to
the Volkswagen’s running gear – covering
suspension to gearbox, brakes and steering.

Safety standards are impressive. The
California features a proper, crash-tested
rear seat with fully-adjustable head
restraints and positive catches to all the
conversion doors – what’s more there’s
not a sharp edge nor piece of untreated
wood in sight.

Even economy’s pretty good.
Volkswagen claims an overall 34.9mpg
average, and that’s pretty much what I
achieved over some 700 miles of highly-
enjoyable motoring in just one week.

But I did have a problem. The vehicle’s
electronics did their bit, warning me to
check tyre pressures partway through 
one journey. Sure enough, the rear offside
was looking flat. Running on optional 
18in wheels, there was no spare; instead,
there was a mini compressor and sealant
kit, tucked away under the rear seat.
Unfortunately, that’s not mentioned in 
the owner’s manual. Let’s just say there
were a few hassles involved in getting
roadworthy and sourcing a rather specialist
replacement tyre.

LIVING ABOARD
Think small – that’s the secret to living in a
conversion like this. A keen sense of
organisation helps, too. For example, you
won’t be taking larger packs of cornflakes
away with you (there’s nowhere to put
them, unless maybe on their side).

There’s a comfortable enough rear seat
(on rails, so you can vary your floor/travel

Sweet 
DREAMING

BEING THE only campervan built
by Volkswagen itself, the California
has an exclusive appeal – and it

certainly looks like a vehicle you’d like to
drive and be seen in.

While, admittedly, specialist converters
such as Auto-Sleepers, Bilbo’s and CMC
Reimo have access to a special version of
VW’s T5 base vehicle, Volkswagen
starts off its own Californias with the
superior-specification Caravelle. 

That’s the first hint that this is no 
low-cost camper. Whereas the ‘basic’
model with 140bhp engine kicks off at just
under £40,000, the 180bhp 4Motion
variant tested here starts at £43,515.
Volkswagen had also generously added a
further £4,555 of options (including a £360
awning, £1,800 sat-nav/stereo upgrade,
£1,100 Canberra alloys, £135 multi-
function steering wheel, £50 tyre pressure
monitor and £260 rear privacy glass).

But it certainly looks the part. Even
more so than the alloys, the privacy glass
really sets off the Candy White exterior
here, contributing  to a rather modern look
that has plenty in common with the latest
Volkswagen cars.

CONSTRUCTION AND LAYOUT
Think of the California as a campervan
built to car standards with a clever,
electrically-operated elevating roof, and
you’re part way there.

The latest exterior look apart, peek
inside a California and it’s immediately
apparent something is rather special. For
a start, the sliding door closes with what
VW calls ‘power latching’ that will
impress your neighbours on site; they’ll
certainly appreciate its quiet nature. 

If the construction is different, not so
the layout. It’s the normal ‘VW campervan
format’ – furniture unit along one side, rear

bench seat that converts to a double bed.
The only point of difference, and it is
important, is that the sliding door remains
on the UK offside, hence the design is a
mirror of that offered by the UK’s
specialist Volkswagen converters.

What makes the California different?
The carefully blended roof section
is in aluminium, while inside the
furniture is an incredibly strong-yet-
lightweight composite. Add to this the
latest striped upholstery and we’re
definitely talking upmarket.

ON THE ROAD
Just a two-litre engine? Ah, but what a
motor. This is Volkswagen’s latest 
four-cylinder, common-rail, twin turbo,
pumping out a whopping 180bhp through a
seven-speed DSG gearbox.

Unless you want the benefit of 4Motion
all-wheel-drive and semi-automatic

Nick Harding says the smart new VW California is in a class of its own
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RRP/as tested £43,515/£48,070 OTR

Base vehicle Volkswagen Caravelle 4Motion

Engine (as tested) 1,968cc, twin turbo, common-rail
(standard 1,968cc, 140bhp)

Power 178bhp @ 4,000rpm

Torque 295lb ft (400Nm) @ 1,500-2,000rpm

Transmission 7-speed DSG, 4Motion AWD

Fuel/tank/econ Diesel/17.6gal (80 litres)/34mpg

Overall length 16ft 1in (4.89m)

Overall width 6ft 3in (1.91m)

Overall height 6ft 9in (2.05m) 

Internal height 4ft 5in (1.33m) with roof down

MRO 2,521kg (49.62cwt)

MTPLM 3,000kg (59.05cwt)

User payload
(inc 2kg fuel) 479kg (9.43cwt)

Berths 4

NCC approved No

Club insurance: 0800 028 4809   •   Info: volkswagen-vans.co.uk
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I reckon Volkswagen
has produced a conversion
that will ultimately achieve
iconic status”
“
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Elevating roof provides
plenty of interior headroom

Here you can see the rails on
which the rear seat slides

There’s plenty of luggage
space behind the rear seat
when travelling
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to power a lot here and most of the interior
lighting is energy-efficient LED.

WASHROOM 
There isn’t a washroom – simple as
that. Grass or hardstanding, you might
prefer to bag a pitch near the washblock.
If you’re considering ventures off
the beaten track (I can’t think of a
more ideal motor caravan), a separate
toilet tent should be a consideration. 

SLEEPING
Considering the interior constraints, 
the ability to make a fully-flat double 
bed is little short of miraculous. Size is a
slightly narrow 3ft 9in and generously
long 6ft 7in. The mattress is firm so a
‘topper’ might be in order if you prefer
something softer.

Little things count here, such as the
way the head restraints can be folded out
of the way for bedmaking. Similarly, the
ease with which the rear seatbase slides
forward before the backrest drops into
position can only be applauded.

Upstairs, the roof bed is the same length
but some 6cm wider. This is likely to be the
preserve of the children, who will enjoy the
adventure of a clamber up there.

There are integral roller blinds to the
side windows, while the cab gets a rather
clever system of panels that stay in
position thanks to elasticated rods
for the windscreen and pop-up-tent
technology for the sides. 

Night-time lighting could possibly do
with a slight upgrade. There are reading
lamps but they really could do with being
more effective.

VERDICT
First the bad news. The California didn’t
find approval with the judges at this
year’s Design & Drive event, where it
finished well down the field in the ‘Van
Conversions over £40,000’ category won
by the Auto-Sleeper Sussex Duo, with
Murvi’s Morocco second and the Vantage
Neo third. However, these podium
finishers were Fiat/Peugeot-based 
high-tops attempting to do the same 
job as coachbuilt motor caravans in terms
of living facilities. That’s not what the
California is about at all. Here is an
unashamed campervan, offering camper

amenities within the surroundings of a
top-quality base vehicle.

I’d go further. I reckon Volkswagen has
produced here a conversion that will
ultimately achieve iconic status.
Californias are already like gold dust on 
the second-hand market, and these latest
versions offer significant refinements
throughout the base vehicle to keep
demand (and resale values) high. 

If you believe in the joy of driving, this is
the campervan for you. It’s not cheap, but
it will hold its price. And I personally
believe it’s in a class of its own.  n

Top: looking good –
sleek California is
small yet versatile

Above l-r: fully-flat
double bed derived
from the rear seat is
a generous length;
rear settee boasts
two three-point
belts; two-ring hob
has stylish stainless
steel finish

Below right: you can
store plenty under
the rear seat

Vehicle supplied for test by: Volkswagen UK, Yeomans Drive,
Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5AN. Call 01908 601601


